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ABSTRACT 
The problem of estimating the mean 9 of a p-dimensional spherically 
symmetric (s.s.) distribution is investigated. For p ~ 4, families of 
estimators are found whose risks dominate the risk of the best invariant pro-
cedure with respect to general quadratic loss, L(6, 9) = (&-8)'0(0-9) where 
D is a p X p known positive definite matrix. Specifically, if the 
p x 1 random vector X has a s.s. distribution about 9, then it is proven 
under quite general conditions that estimators given by 6a,r,c,D(X) = 
1 1 
(I-(ar(\lxl\2 ))D-1?CD2 11Xf2 )X, are minimax estimators with smaller risk than 
X. For the problem of estimating the mean when n observations 
••• , X 
n 
are taken on a p-dimensional s.s. distribution about 
any spherically symmetric translation invariant estimator, 
6, 
... , 
will have a s.s. distribution about 8. It is shown that among the estimators 
which have these properties are best invariant estimators, sample means and 
maximum likelihood estimators. 
1. Intr oduction. Charles S t e in [18) proved,that the best i nvariant estimator 
of t he mean 0 of a multivaria t e normal di s tribution with covariance matrix 
the identity (MVN( 8, I )) i s inadmissible i n three or more dimensions when the 
loss is quadratic loss given by 
(1.1) 
L( o, 8) = llo-ell2 = f ( 0.-e. )2 
. 1 l. l. l.= 
where o = (61 ' ei2 , ••• , ~p]' and 8 = [ 81 , 82 , . •• , 9i, J'. 
For this case, James and Ste in [15), Baranchik [2 , 3 ), Alam [ l] , and Strawderman 
[19), have all found classes of minimax estimators which are better than the 
best invariant estimator (which is itself minimax ) . 
In 1966, Brown (11) generalized Stein's inadmissibility res ult to a larger 
class of distributions and loss functions. When sampling fr om a p-dimensional 
location parameter family, he proved that under mild assumptions on the loss 
function the best invariant estimator is inadmissible f or p ~ 3. Investigation 
of the problem of estimating the mean of a MVN ( e , I) distribution with respect 
to general quadratic loss 
(1.2) 
j L(o, e) = (o-e)'o(~-e) 
{ where D is a p X p positive definite matrix 
was then taken up. Bhattacharya [7], Bock (8 , 9), and Berger [4 , 6] were able 
to find famili e s of estimators which improve on the best invariant procedure in 
three or more dimQnsions with respect to the above loss (1. 2 ). 
Later on , the problem of finding minimax estima tors which a r e be tter than 
the best invariant estimator of the mean of a non-normal loca tion parameter 
distribution came under investigaticn. Of interest, was the cas e when the 
underlying distribution is spherically symme tric. For c e rtain spherically 
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symmetric non-normal distributions, minimax estimators of the mean were found 
by Strawderman [20] , Berger [5] and Cohen and Strawderman [12 ]. In this paper, 
minimax estimators which are better than the best invariant estimator when 
sampling from any spherically symmetric distribution will be found. 
Consider the p x 1 random vector X having a spherically symmetric 
distribution about 8· The problem of finding estimators which are better 
than X with respect to quadratic loss (1.1), will be treated in section 2 
and the general quadratic loss problem will be taken up in section 3. Speci-
fically, with respect to general quadratic loss, a (x) given by 
a,r,C,D 
_1 1 _ 
~a,r,C,D(x) = (I-(ar(llxl1 2 ))D "?co1jxjj 2 )X where C is a known p x p positive 
definite matrix and I is the p x p identity matrix, will be shown to be 
better than 
~L 
(ii) 
and YL 
X provided: (i) 0 < a< ((2/p)(trace CD-2~L)yL-1 )/E0 (llxU-
2 ) and 
are the maximum eigenvalues of D½CD½ and D~C2 D½, respectively; 
0 < r( •) ~ 1; (iii) is nondecreasing; (iv) is 
non-increasing; and (v) p ~ 4. When p = 3, there does not exist a strictly 
positive a for which a (x) 
a,r,C,D is better than X for the general s.s. 
case. Moreover, this is the largest class of estimators of this form which 
are better than X for p ~ 4. 
Of course, the problem would not be corrq,lete without considering n 
observations, x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn, on a p-dimensional s.s. distribution about 
9. Section 4 considers the problem of finding estimators which are better than 
the best invariant estimator and improving on other estimators which are based 
on n observations. It will be proven that any s.s. translation invariant 
estimator based on x1 , X2 , • • •' X n has a s.s. distribution about e and best in-
variant estimators, sample means and maximum likelihood estimators all have these 
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properties. The multiple observation problem_is thus reduced to a one observation 
problem for which there are better estimators than the usual ones. 
Note, there is an appendix of useful lemmas (Lemmas A.l-A.7) at the end of 
the paper which are referred to throughout. 
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2. Minimax estimators of the location parameter of a p-dimensional (p ~ 4) 
spherically symmetric distribution with respect to quadratic loss. 
Definition 2.1: A p X 1 random vector X is said to have a p-dimensional 
spherically symmetric (s.s.) distribution about e if and only if P(x-e) has 
the same distribution as (x-e) for every p X p orthogonal matrix P. The 
density of X ~ith respect to Lebesque measu~e will be a function of \lx-8\\. 
If X has a s.s. distribution about 9, X is the best invariant pro-
cedure with respect to quadratic loss ( 1.1) and it follows from Kiefer (16 ], 
that it is a minimax estimator of e. 
Classes of minimax estimators whose risks dominate (are less than or 
equal to) the risk of X will be found when the loss is sum of squared errors 
(1.1 ) and p ~ 4. 
2.1 James-Stein minimax estimators. Wh~n taking one observation, X, on a 
p-dimensional multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 8 and co-
variance matrix the identity (x -MVN(e, I)), the usual estimator of e is 
X. This estimator was improved on for p ~ 3 by James and Stein in (15] by 
estimators of the form 
(2.1.1) o (x) = (1-(all\x\\2 ))x. 
a 
For the general case when X = [X1 , x2 , ••• , Xp]' is one observation on 
a spherically syrranetric distribution about e, it will be proved that the 
James-Stein estimator, o (x) given by (2.1.1), is a "better" estimator of 8 
a 
than X for p~4 when O<a:=:((2(p-2)/p)/E0 (11xU-2 )), where E0 hereand 
throughout denotes the expectation when e = 0, and the loss is ( 1.1). An 
estimator o is said to be "better" than X, if the risk of o dominates the 
risk of X for all 8 with strictly smaller risk than X for some e. Clearly 
any estimator which is better than X will be minimax. Thus, the class of 
estimators, oa,(x) for O < a::: (2 (p-2 )/p)/E0(\jxj\ -2 ) will be a minimax class 
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of estimators for the location parameter of a spherically symmetric distribution. 
It is proven in [13] that if the p X 1 random vector X has a s.s. dis-
tribution about 0, then the conditional distribution of X given llx-ajj 2 = R2 
has a uniform distribution over the surface of the sphere {IIX-81\ 2 = R2 }. There-
fore, a natural starting point is to consider one observation, X, on a p-dimen-
sional uniform ~istribution over the surface of the sphere CIIX-81\ 2 = R2 } (de-
noted by X - u{l\x-911 2 = R2 }) and show that the risk of 8 (X), R(5 , 0), 
a a 
dominates the risk of X, R(X, 0) for p ~ 4 and O < a::: (2(p-2)/p)/E0 (1\xU-2 ) • 
= (2(p-2)/p)R2 • 
For p ~ 4 and O <a::: (2(p-2)/p)R2 , it will be shown that 
R(X, a) - R(6 , a) 
a 
is non-negative for all a. 
If Y is any p x 1 random vector having a ~.s. distribution about O, 
then the random vector s = Yl1Yr1 - u{\1s11 2 = 1} (see Dempster [13], page 272). 
Thus, RS + 0 = (RYIIYU-1 ) + 9 has the same distribution as X - u{llx-el\ 2 = R2 }. 
This implies that the distribution of RYl!Yll-l + 0 is the same as the distribu-
tion of X - u{llx-all 2 = R2 }, when Y has a uniform distribution over the entire 
area of the sphere CIIYl\ 2 ::: l} (Y - tt{IIYll 2 ::: 1}). Combine this fact with the 
expression for the difference in risks given by (2.1.2), and obtain: 
(R(X, 9) --R( 6 , 9)) / a 
a 
= E8[2-2(9'x)jjxr
2
-allxU-2 ] 
= E [2-(29' (RYIIYU-1 +e)+a)IIRYI\Yll-l +ell "." 2 ] 
where y - u{ IIYll 2 ~ 1} 0 
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Since Y has the same distribution as PY, where P is any p X p 
orthogonal matrix, and there exists an orthogonal transformation Q such 
that Q 0 = [II ell, Q, Q, • • •, Q] I, then 
(R(X, 8) - R{&, 0))/a 
a 
where Y1 is the first coordinate of the random vector Y. 
If z1 = Y11IYll-l and lla11 1 = llall/R then (2.1.3) becones 
(R(X, 8) - R{&, 9))/a 
a 
(2.1.4) = E[2-(21l all 1 Z1+2ll allf+(a/R2 ) )(1+2118ll1 zl +II a11v-11 
= E [ (2+211 all 1 z1 -(a/R
2 )) (1+211 ell 1 z1 +II 0111)-1 l • 
where 
The density of z1 , is given by {A.2) in Leuma. A.4 as 
.E..:.1 
{
M*(l-z1) 2 
g(zl) = 
0 
when -1 ~ z 1 ~ 1 
elsewhere 
E.::.3. l 2 1 M* = [J (1-y2) dy]- /2. Thus, rewriting the expectations of (2.1.4) in 
0 
integral form we have 
(R(X, a) -R(&' e))/aM* 
a 
1 .E..:.1 
= f (1-zf) 2 (2+2llall1z1-aR-2 )(1+21lall1z1+1lallf)-1dzl 
-1 
(2.1.5) l E.::.3. 
= 2J (1.-z·i) 2 ((2-aR-2 )(1+1lellf)-4llellizf)/d(llall1,z1))dzl 
0 . 
where 
~ -7-
The difference in risks will be non-negative for all II e\1 1 if and only 
if D(a, l\e\1 1 ) is non-negative for all \\ell 1 , or equivalently, if and only 
if for all \19\\ 1 , 0 ~ a~ R2 b(l\e\1 1 ), where 
1 .P.::3. J (1-zi) 2 [(2(1+llelli)-41\ellfzf)/d(l\ell1,z1)]dZl 
(2.1.7) b(l\0ll1> = ~ .e::.1 
J (1-zf) 2 [(1+llellf)/d(\\ell1, zl)]dzl 
0 
The fact that 
1 1 l 
J (1-y2 )qdy = (2q/(2q+l})J (1-y2 )q- dy 
0 0 
(2.1.8) 
together with the expression for b(llel\ 1 ) given by (2.1.7) implies 
b(O) = 2 
b(l) = 2(p-3)/(p-2) 
am . lim b(II 011 1 ) = 2(p-2)/p. II ell 1 -b> 
Note that when 
a > 0. For p ~ 4, 
p = 3, b{l) = 0 implying that 6 (X) is not minimax for 
a 
b(O) > b(l) ~ lim b(llell 1 ). Hence, if it is proven that II at1 1 ~ CX) 
6 (X) is better than X for O <a~ (2(p-2)/p)R2 , this is the best class of 
a 
estimators which can be gotten when X - u{l\x-el\ 2 :::z R2 } and therefore, the 
G 
general spherically symmetric result will be the best result for this case. 
In order to prove that the risk of & (X) is smaller than the risk of X 
a 
for O < a~ (2(p-2)/p)R2 , D(a, lle\h) defined by-· (2.1.5) will be shown to be 
non-negative for all llel\ 1 when a= (2(p-2)/p)R
2
• Since D(a, \lal\i) ~ 
n((2(p-2)/p)R2 ,. \\el\i) when O < a~ (2{p-2)/p)R2 , this proves that the risk of 
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6 (X) dominates the risk of X for all a in that interval. 
a 
From (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), 
(2.1.9) 
D((2(p-2)/p)R2 , 1\9\\i) = 
E.=J. 
(8/p)J1 (1-zi) 2 [((1+\le\\i)-Pl\01\fz1)/d(l\9\\i, zl)]dzl. 0 
Two cases will be considered, l\01 1\ 2 ~ (p-2)/2 and l19i\12 > (p-2)/2, in order 
to prove 0((2(~-2)/p)R2 , lla1\I) is non-negative. 
Case 1: II 0111
2 ~ (p-2) /2. 
Iunnediately from the statement of Lemma A.3 the distribution of the random vari- · 
able z1 having the density 
0 elsewhere 
has monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) non-decreasing in z1 when II a\h ~ 1 and 
MLR non-increasing when Hell> 1. 
With respect to the above density, gp-2 , 1 (z1 ), 
1 E.:.'i 
D((2(p-2)/p)R2 , \10\h)/j {(1-zf) 2 /d(\\9\h, z1 ))dz1 0 
= D1 ( (2(p-2) /p )R2 , \\ 9\h) 
= ( 8/p )[ (1+11 e\li}-PI\ e\\fEII a\h z1 l 
= (8/p)[(l-(p-1)1\01\i)+P\101\lE\\elh (l-zv]. 
The MLR properties imply that El\ e\\i (1-zi) is minimized when I\ 01\1 = 1 (see 
Lehmann [17], page 74). By (2.1.8), we easily have E1(1-Zf) = 
i 
. ! , 
l 
l 
·l 
j 
:l ) 
~ 
'1 
j 
' ~ 
; 
·, 
" 
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o1{(2{p-2)/p)R
2
, llell 1 ) 
= (8/p) [ ( 1-(p-1)11 e\\1)+Pl\ e\\1( (p-3) I (p-2)) l 
= (B/(p(p-2)) )[ (p-2)-21\allfl 
>o 
when \le1ll
2 :5 (p-2)/2. Hence, for this case, o1 ((2(p-2)/p)R2 , l\ell1 ) is 
non-negative and thus D((2(p-2)/p)R2 , \\ell 1 ) is non-negative. 
Case 2 : 11 9 I\ l > ( p-2 ) / 2 • 
By (2.1.9), and the definition of d(l\e\\i, z 1 ) given by (2.1.6), it follows 
immediately that 
(2.1.10) 
D((2(p-2)/p)R2 , lle\h) 
E.:..1 1 2 
= (2/p)[pf (1-z1) dz1 + 0 
4 1 E.:..1 
(({4-p)+(4-2p)l\ellf-Pl\0l\i))f ((1-zf} 2 /d{\le\\i, z1))dzl]. 0 
Lemma A.2 states that for \10111 > 1, 
E.:..1 1 2 
where 
(2.1.11) 
J ((1-zi) /d(lle\11, zl))dzl 
0 
1 E.:..1 00 
= (Jo (1-ei) 2 <1z/(1ls\li(l+\ls\li))\~o (-dai1!0ll1 -21 
a = 1 and 
0 
ai = [(p-2(i+1))/(p+2(i-l))]a1_1 for i = 1, 2, ••• 
and d(llelJi, z 1 ) is defined by (2.1.6). Thus, utilizing this expression in 
2 (2.1.10), for p ~ 4 and llell1 > (p-2)/2, 
• -10-
00 
= [Pl! elli (1+11 sllf )+((4-p )+(4-2p )II ellf-PII elli) 6 (-1)iaill elli:2i l 
i=O 
Using the relat:Lonship among the 
lead to 
a 1s i given by (2.1.11), simple calculations 
where 
00 00 00 
= (4-p) ~ (-1>1aillelli2i+(2p-4) ~ (-1>1ail\elli2i_p ~ (-1/aillell;:2i 
i=O i=O i=O 
+II sill (p+{4-2p )+pa1 )+\I elli<P-P) = I: (-i>1b1\I e\li:21 i=O 
(2.1.12) = ([4(p-2)(p-4(i+1)2 )]/[{p+2i)(p+2(i+l})])a1 
for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • • 
00 
In order to prove _lJ (-1)1b1llel\i
21 is non-negative, which clearly implies 
1.=0 
D((2(p-2)/p)R2 , llel\1 ) is non-negative, a few observations must first be made. 
Denote by K(q}, the largest integer less than or equal to q, where q 
is some real number. Thus, K((jp/2)-l) is the largest integer less than or 
equal to (Jp/2)-l and 
if O ~ i ~ K((,/p/2)-l) 
(2.1.13) (p-4(i+1)2 ) 
i ~ K(lfp/2)-l)+l 
• " -11-
Moreover, K((p-2)/2) is the largest integer,less than or equal to {p-2)/2 
and 
ai ~ 0 if 0 ~ i ~ K((p-2)/2) 
(2. 1. 14) i i 2: K({p-2) /2 )+1 K((p-2)/2) (-1) a > 0 if and is an even number i -
f i ~ K (( p-2) /2 }+ 1 K({p-2)/2) (-1) a < 0 if and is an odd number. i -
Combining (2.1.13), (2.1.14) and the definition of bi given by (2.1.12) clearly 
bi 2: 0 if 0 < i < K((Ji>'/2)-l) 
- -
bi ~ 0 if K((,vl>/2)-1)+1 Si SK({p-2)/2) 
(2.1.15) 
(-l)ib. < O if i > K({p-2)/2)+1 and K{(p-2)/2) is an even number 
1- -
(-l)ibi ~ 0 if i ~ K((p-2)/2)+1 and K((p-2)/2) is an odd number 
00 
If K((.jp / 2 )-1) = K1 is an odd number, rewrite 1
~ -1) 1b 1 I\ 91\ ;:21 as follows : 
K1-2 (2 .1.16) 1~(-1)1h1 11 ell ;:21 +II a11;:2 <K1 -i) (bK -CbK II ell~2+bK +ill ell;:41+ !X-dh1 11 ell;:21 1 1 1 i=K1+2 
00 
If K{{Jp°/2)-l) = K1 is an even number, rewrite 'E (-1/billal\?
1 
as follows: 
i=O 
K -1 
(2.1.17) 1t,c-dh111ell;:21+11a\l;:21<i[bK -bK +illell;:2+hK +211011;:41+ i:: (-db1llall;:21 1 1 1 i::K +3 1 
The following facts {which can be proven using algebra) will help to clearly 
00 
show that .~ (-1/b1 llell~2 i given previously by (2.1.16) and (2.1.17) is 1=0 
non-negative. 
If O S i ~ K((,/p/2 )-1), then 
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(2.1.18) 
If K1 = K((Jp'/2)-l) is an odd number then 
(2.1.19) 
If K1 = K((,/p/2)-l) is an even number then 
(2.1.20) 
If K2 = K((p-2)/2) then 
(2.1.21) 
Facts (2.1.18)-(2.1.21) all assume that \18\l1 ~ (p-2)/2 and p ~ 4. 
Subcase 2.1: K1 = K((Jp°/2)-l) is an odd number. 
It follows from (2.1.18) that 
Directly by (2.1.19), 
11 a11;:2(Ki-1> [bK -1-bK II elli2+bK +111 a11;:41 ~ o. 
1 1 1 
Lastly, letting K2 = K((p-2)/2), (2.1.15), (2.1.18) and (2.1.21) imply 
oo K2-2 . oo • 
~ (-1>1b1lle1U-21= E (-1>1bi\la1f 21 + L(-1>1b11\al\~21 ~ o. i=K1+2 i=K1+2 i=K2-1 
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co 
It is clear from the expression for IX-1/b 11e11-21 given in (2.1.16) that 
i=O i 1 
the non-negativity of these three sums implies the non-negativity of 
co 
6 (-1/b1llelli:
21 for this case. 
i=O 
Subcase 2.2: K1 = K((Aj'p/2)-l) is an even number. 
As in subcase 2.1, from (2.1.18) it follows that 
and directly by (2.1.20), 
II ell?K1[bK -bK +1lle\\;:2+bK +2llalli4l > o. 
1 1 1 
Once again, letting ~ = K((p-2)/2), (2.1.15), (2.1.18), and (2.1.21) imply 
Thus, clearly by (2.1.17), 
co 
~ -1)1b 110U-2 i ?: o. i=O i 1 
This, as we noted previously, implies the non-negativity of 0((2(p-2)/p)R2 , lle11 1 ) 
which proves that the risk of 
interval 0 <a~ (2(p-2)/p)R2 • 
6 (x) dominates the risk of X for all a in the 
a 
Letting 9 = 0 in expression (2.1.3), 
R(X, o) -R(o, o) = a[2-(a/R2 )]. 
a 
For 0 < a S (2(p-2)/p)R2 , clearly this difference in risks is positive. 
It has just been proven that when X is a p x 1 (p?: 4) random vector 
distributed uniformly on the sphere (llx-011 2 = R2}, the estimator of 9 given 
by &a(x) = (1-allxll-2 )X is better than X with respect to the quadratic loss (1.1 ), 
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for o <a~ (2(p-2)/p){l/E0 (1lxU-
2 )). 
Now consider the p X 1 random vector X having a spherically symmetric 
distribution about e. The conditional distribution of XI !Ix- ell 2 = R2 ( which 
will be denoted by xjR) has a p-dimensional uniform distribution over the 
sphere {l1X-91l 2 = R2 }. Thus, 
(2. 1.22) E0(\IX!r2 ) = E [E0 [11xU-2 IR]] = E(R-2 ). 
The following theorem is now ready to be proven. 
Theorem 2.1.1: If X is one observation on a p-dimensional (p ~ 4) s.s. 
distribution about e and 5 (X) is defined by (2.1.1), then with respect to 
a 
quadratic loss ( 1.1 ) 5 (x) is better than X for O <a< 
a 
(2(p-2)/p)/(E0 (\\x\l-
2 )), provided E0 (1lxU-
2 ) is finite. 
Proof: With respect to quadratic loss ( 1.1), when O <a< 
(2(p-2)/p)/(E0 (11xll-
2 )) = (2(p-2)/p)/E(R-2 )) (as given in 2.1.22)) 
(R(X, 0) -R(8, 9))/a 
a 
2 
(2.1.23) = E8[2X'(x-a)\lxl1-
2
-allxn- ] 
~ E0[2X' (x-e)\lxU-
2
-((2(p-2)/p)/E(R-2 ) )llxf2 ]. 
Since xjR has a uniform distribution over the sphere {l\x-ell2 = R2}, and for 
the uniform case 5 (x) is better than X for O <a< (2(p-2)/p)R2 , then when 
a -
X has a s.s. distribution about 0 
E e[2x' (x-e)llx\\-2-(2(p-2) /p )R211x11-2 J 
(2.1.24) = E[E0 [2x'(x-e)l\xU-
2
-(2(p-2)/p)R2 \lxU-2 IRJ] 
> o. 
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If E (R2 11xr2 IR) is a non-decreasing function of R, then e , 
implying 
(2. 1 .25) 
<O 
E 
9
[2x' (x-e)llxl\-2 -(2(p-2) /p) /E0 (R-
2 ) )l\xll-2 l 
~ E 8[2x' (x-e)llxl1-
2
-(2(p-2) /p) R2 1\Xll-2 l. 
Thus, combining (2.1.23)-(2.1.25), it is clear that the risk of 6 (x) dominates 
a 
the risk of X for all a in the interval O <a~ (2(p-2)/p)/E(R-2 ) if 
E (R2 jlxf2 jR) is a non-decreasing function of R. The latter expectation will 
9 
now be shown to be a non-decreasing function of R. 
It is immediate from expressions (2.1.3)-(2.1.5) that 
1 .E.:.l 
(2.1.26) E/R2 IIXU-2 IR) cc 2(1+llellf)S [(1-zf) 2 /d(llell1,z1)]dzl = I(llelli) 
0 
where, as in (2.l.6), d(lle11 1 , z 1 ) = (l+llel1f)
2
-4llellfzf and lle\1 1 = llell/R. More-
over, if I(llel\i) is non-increasing in llell1 , then for each fixed llell, 
E9(R
2 l\XU-2 IR) is non-decreasing in R. 
Taking the derivative of I(II ell 1 ) with respect to II ell1 , 
1 .e.::.3. 
(2.l.27) (d/dll8ll 1)I{l\ell 1) = 2l1el!J (1-z1) 2 ({-(l+ljel\1)2 +4z1)/(d(jlell1 ,z1 ))2 )dz1• 0 
{By Lebesque's Bounded Convergence Theorem, see Brieman (10], the derivative may 
be taken inside the integral sign). 
It will be shown that this derivative is less than or equal to zero for three cases: 
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1\01\i > 1; (2/,jp-4)-l ~ ll~f 12 ~ 1, P ~ 6; \l~llf < (2/,jp-4)-1, p = 6, 7 and 
\I ell 1 ~ 1 , P = 4 , 5 • 
Case 1: I\ 0\lf > 1. 
For this case, 4z f-(1+110\lf )2 ~ 4zf-4 ~ 0 since O ~ z 1 ~ 1. Thus, clearly 
(d/d\\e\\ 1 )r,1\e\\1 ) given by (2.1.26) is non-positive. 
Case 2: (2/jp':4)-l ~ lle\lf ~ 1, P?: 6. 
With respect to the density gp-2 ,2 (z1 ), where 
E.:..l 1 P.:.3. 
[(1-zi) 2 /(d(\le\11 , z 1))2 ]/[J ((1-zf) 2 /(d(\101\1 ,z1))2 )dz 1] 0 
0 elsewhere, 
As stated in Lemma A.3, gp-2 , 2 (z 1 ) has MLR non-decreasing in z 1 when 110\\1 ~ 1. 
Thus, Ellel1
1
z1 is maximized when 1\01\1 = 1 and with the aid of (2.1.8), it is seen 
that that maximum value is 1/(p-4). Thus, 
~ (211 ell 1/ (p-4)) [ 4-(p-4) ( 1+\\ ell1 )2 l 
< o. 
So, for this case, (d/dllell 1 )I(!le\\1 ) is non-positive. 
Case 3: l\e1\\~ < (2/,./i)':4)-1, p = 6,7 and \10\\1 .'.::: 1, p = 4,5. 
-1'(-
Directly by Lemma A.2, 
F-:.3. 1 2 00 i i I(llell1) = 2(J (1-zf) dz 1) L.(-1) a11\ell! 0 i=O 
where a0 = 1 and ai = [{p-2{i+l))/(p+2(i-1))] ai-l for i = 1, 2, ••• From 
this expression, the derivative of I(l\0\\i) is 
00 
(d/dl!°el\1)I(\10\\1) oc (2/\10\11 ) L{-l)iiai\\0\11i • i=l 
Using the relationship among the ai 1s· given above and those given in (2.1.14), · 
it is simple to show that 
i (2.1.28) (-1) (iai-(i+l)ai+l] ~ 0 when p = 6, 7 and i > 2. 
When p = 6,7, K((p-2)/2) = 2 and thus, by (2.1.14), a1 and a2 are 
non-negative. Since \le\\1 < (2/jp:4)-~, this together with (2.1.28) implies 
00 
~ -a1II a\11+ U-1 )2 2a2 II el\fi = -a1 II eJl1+2a2 [II ell1t(1-110111> 1 i=2 
When p = 4,5, K((p-2)/2) = 1 and thus, by (2.1.14), (-l)iai is less than or 
equal to zero for i ~ 2 and a1 is non-negative. Thus, 
Hence, for this case, 
Thus, the risk of 5 (X) dominates the risk of X for all a between O 
a 
and (2(p-2)/p)/ER-2 • Moreover, from (2.1.23) it is ilIDilediate that 
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(R(x, o) -R(5, o))/a 
a 
~ 2-2(p-2)/p = 4/p > o, 
completing the proof of this theorem. 
~ A larger class of estimators which are better than the best invariant pro-
cedure. In [2 ], Baranchik found classes of estimators which include the 
James-Stein class and improve on the best invariant estimator of the mean of a 
p-dimensional (p ~ 3) multivariate normal distribution when the loss is sum of 
squared errors ( 1.1). When the p X 1 random vector X has a MVN(9, I) 
distribution, the Baranchik estimators are of the form 
(2.2.1) o (x) = (l-a(r(\lx\l2 )/l1x1l2 ))x 
a,r 
where r(llxll 2 ) is a non-decreasing function between O and 1, inclusive. When 
r(•) is identically 1, this is just 5 (x) 
a 
given by (2.1.1). 
If X = [X1 , x2 , ••• , Xp]' has a s.s. distribution about 8 and p ~ 4, 
under certain conditions estimators of the form given by (2.2.1) will be better 
than X and thus minimax. The conditions are stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1: If X has a p-dimensional (p ~ 4) spherically symmetric distri-
bution about e, then with respect to quadratic loss ( 1.1)' the risk of 5 (x), a,r 
where 8 (x) is defined above by (2.2.1), is less than or equal to the risk of 
a,r 
X for all e with strict inequality for some e provided: 
(1) 0 < r(•) ~ 1 
(2) r(IIXll 2 ) is non-decreasing 
(3) r(llxll 2 )/IIXll 2 is non-increasing 
and 
Proof: It is n?tural to begin by proving this theorem for X _ 'u{llx-ell 2 = R2}. 
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Again, it will be shown that the difference i? risks, 
non-negative, where 
(R (X, 8) -R ( 6 , 0)) I a 
a,r 
= Ee[r(llxll2){2-2(x' e)l1xU-2-ar(llxl\2)llxn-2) ]. 
R(X, 8) -R( 6 , 8) is 
a,r 
Since O < r( •) ~ 1 and Hx-011 2 = IIXll 2-2X' e+II ell2 = R2 , iumediately 
(R(X, 9) -R(5 , 9))/a 
a,r 
(2.2.2) 
~ E 8[r(llxll
2 ){2-(2x' e)llxU-2 -allxU-2 ) J 
= E8[r(llxll
2 ) (2+(R2 -II ell=llxll 2-a)llxU-2 J 
= Ee[ r(llxl12) (1+(R2-II ell2-a)l1xl1-2]. 
For O <a~ (2(p-2)/p)/E0 (11XU-2 ) = (2(p-2)/p)R2 , using the expressions given in .1 
(2.2.2), 
(R ( X , 9) -R ( 5 , 9) ) / a 
a,r 
~ Ee[ r(llxll2 )(1-(1/p HPII el12+(p-4 )R2)1lxU-2)] 
~ E 
9
( r(llxl1 2 ) ]E 
0
(1-(1/p )(pll e\1 2+(p-4)R2 )llxll-2 ]. 
The last statement follows inunediately since r ( IIXll 2 ) is non-decreasing 
(property (2)), IIXll-2 is non-increasing and for p ~ 4, (PII ell2+(p-4)R2 ) is 
always non-negative. 
Now, E
0
[1-(1/p)(pllell2+(p-4)R2 )!1Xlr2 ] is just (R(X, 9) -R(o, 9))/a when 
. a 
a= (2(p-2)/p)R2 • This was proven to be non-negative in the previous section, thus, 
the theorem is true for the uniform case. 
For the general case when X has a s.s. distribution about 9, recall that the 
conditional dis~ribution of X given the llx-ell 2 = R2 (once again denoted by xfR) 
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has a uniform distribution on the surface of the sphere (IIX-ell 2 = R2}. Thus, 
for the general case (2(p-2)/p)/E0 (1lxl1-
2 ) = (2(p-2)/p)/ER-2 and the theorem is 
true if 
( R ( X , 9) -R ( 5 , 0)) / a 
a,r 
(2.2.3) ~ E6[_r(IIX\\2 )(2-2(X9)1\XU-2-a\lX!r2] 
~ E e[r{IIX\12 ) (2-2(x' 0)1\X\l-2-{{2(p-2) /p) /E(R-2 ) >11xr2 ] 
is non-negative. 
Using the result for the uniform case, for the general s.s. case, 
E 9[r(l\xll
2 ) (2-2(x' e)1lxl\-2-(2(p-2)/p )R2l1xlJ-2] 
(2.2.4) = E[E 9[r{IIXll
2 )(2-2(x' e)\\xll-2-(2(p-2)/p )R21lxll-2 IR]] 
> o. 
If E [(r(IIXll2 )R21lxJ\-2 )!R] is non-decreasing in R, then 
0 
E e[r (IIX\12) 11x11-2] 
= E[ (R-2)E 0( (r(llx1l2)R21lxl1-2) IRJ] 
~ E(R-2 )E 0(r(llx\l
2 )R2 11xU-2 ) 
implying together with (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) 
(R(X, 8) -R(5 , 9))/a 
a,r 
~ E0[r (1lx1l
2 )(2-2(x' e)llxli-2-( (2(p-2)/p)/E(R-2 ) )\\xU-2 ] 
~ E0[r(1lxll
2 )(2-2(x' e)llxU-2-( (2(p-2)/p)R21lxU-2 ] 
> o. 
j 
,: 
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Hence the proof of the theorem is complete on~e E0[ (r(IIX11
2 )R2 \1Xf2 } IR] is shown 
to be non-decreasing in R (this also implies R(X, 0) -R(6 , 0) is clearly 
a,r 
positive). This will now be proven. 
Let the p X 1 random vector Y be distributed uniformly on the surface of 
the sphere {IIY-91\2 = R2 ). Then, E0[(r(11X\1
2 )R2 \1Xf2 )fR] = E0[r(\IYl\
2 )R2\IYU-2 ] 
= E[r(\IRZ l\zf1+all2 )R21\RZllzf1+eU-2 ] where Z = [z1 , z2 , ••• , Z ]' has a uniform . p 
distribution over the entire spher~ {IIZll2 ::: 1). If we let s 1 = z11lzl\-l then, 
Ea[ (r(l1x1l2)R21lxl1-2) IR] 
(2.2.5) = E[r (R2+2Rl\ellz111zU-
1
+1\ell2 )R2 (R2+2R\le\lz111z 11-
1
+1lel12 )-1 ] 
= E [r(R2+2RII 011s1+11 a1l
2 )R2 (R2+2Rl1ells1+110ll
2 )-1]. 
In order to prove that E0[ (r(l\Xl\
2 )R21!Xll-2 ) f R] is non-decreasing the cases 
when the II ell is greater than R and the II ell is less than or equal to R 
will be considered separately. 
Case 1: II all > R. 
For this case, since s 1 falls between plus and ~nus 1, clearly, 
(R2+2Rll0IIS1+110ll 2 )/R2 is non-increasing in R for fixed llell• However, properties 
(2) and (3) of this theorem state that r c11x11 2> is non-decreasing and 
r{\IXl\2 )/\\xll2 is non-increasing, thus, r (R2 (R2 +2RII 01!s 1+11011
2 ) /R2 )) divided b! 
((R2 +2R\1ells 1+11all
2 )/R2 ) is non-decreasing in R. Utilizing this fact, clearly, 
E0[r(I\X\1
2 )R2IIXl\-2 IR] given above by (2.2.5) is non-decreasing in R for fixed 
0, which proves the theorem for this case. 
Case 2: II ell ::: R. 
For this second case, R2 +2l101lRS1+11all
2 is non-decreasing in R for fixed llell 
and so property (2) of this theorem implies that r (R2+2lla!IRS1+118\1 2 ) is 
non-decreasing in R. Since r(R2+2RII alls1+11 all 2 ) is non-decreasing in R, 
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(d/dR)r(R2 +2\IR\I e\1s 1+\l e\I2 ) '. 
(2.2.6) = (2R+2l1ells 1)r' (R2 +2II elIRs1+II0112 ) 
> o. 
Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, it was shown that 
a non-decreasing function of R. Thus, 
(d/dR)E e {R2 \IXl\-2 IR) 
= (d/dR)E[R2 /(R2 +2Rl1el\s1+1lel1 2 )] 
(2.2.7) 
= E [2R\\ ell (RSl +I\ ell)/ (R2 +2RII e\1s1 +I\ 011 2 ) 2 ] 
> o. 
E 9(R2 llxU-~IR) is . 
Taking the derivative with respect to R of E8 [R2r(IIXll2 )llxl\-
2 IR] 
(2.2.8) 
(d/dR)Ee[R2r (l\xl1 2 )1lxl\-2 IR 1 
= (d/dR)E [r (R2 +2R1l ells1 +II ell2 )R2 /(R2 +2R\I e\ls.1+\I e\1 2 )] 
= E [r (R2 +2R\I e\181 +II e\l2 )2Rll ell (RS1+II ~II) I (R2 +2RII ells1 +II 0\1 2 ) 2 l 
+ E [ (2R+2II ells1 )r' (R2 +2Rll e\\s1 +II 01! 2 )R2 I (R2 +2Rl\ e\1s1 +II e\I 2 )]. 
Combining (2.2.6) with (2.2.8), 
( d/ dR)E 8 [R2 r ( IIXll2 ) llxll-2 IR] 
·(2.2.9) 
~ E [r{R2 +2Rl1 ells1 +II el\2 )2RII ell (Rs1 +\I ell)/ (R2 +2Rll e\Is1 +II e\1 2 ) 2 J. 
Property (2) states r(\IXll2 ) is non-decreasing. This together with (2.2.7) and 
(2.2.9) implies 
...... 
!1 
i" 
i ~ 
s 
I 
' 
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(d/dR)E 9[R
2 r (\lX\12 )\IX!l-2 fR] 
~ r (R2 -\I el12 )E [2Rl1 all (Rs1+ll ell) /(R2+2RII alls1 +\l e\1 2 ) 2 l 
> o. 
For this case, E
8
[R2r (l\xll 2 )l\X1l-2 IR] is non-decreasing in R. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
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.1:.. Minimax estimators of the location parameter of a p-dimensional (p ~ 4) 
spherically symmetric distribution with respect to general quadratic loss. 
For one p x 1 observation, X, on a s.s. distribution about 8, minimax 
estimators which are better than X were found in the previous section for 
quadratic loss ( 1.1). In this section, those results will be explicitly 
extended for general quadratic loss given, as in (1.2), by 
L(a, e) = (6-e)'o(&-e) 
where D is a known p X p positive definite matrix • 
.1:.b_ James-Stein and Bock minimax estimators for general quadratic loss. 
When X has a p-variate (p ~ 3) MVN(e, I) distribution, with res~ect to 
general quadratic loss (1.2), X is minimax and inadmissible. In [9), Bock 
found values of a for which the James-Stein estimator 6 (X) given by 
a 
(2.l.l) is a better estimator of e than X. Later on, in [8], Bock found 
a larger class of estimators which are better than X and are of the follow-
ing form: 
(3.1.1) 
where C is a known p x p positive definite matrix, I is the p x p identity 
matrix, and o½o½ = D is the known p x p matrix in the loss function. Of 
course, when C equals the identity, 6a,C,D(X) just becomes the James-Stein 
estimator 6a(x). 
For X one observation on a p-dimensional (p ~ 4) s.s. distribution about 
0, estimators of 0 of the fonn (3.l.l) given above will be shown to be better 
than X for certain values of a. Since X itself is minimax, these estimators 
will certainly be minimax. In addition, when C and D are both the identity, 
this class of estimators will coincide with the class given in section 2.1, 
l 
! 
• 
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and thus will be the largest class of estimat?rs of this form for the general 
case. 
The following theorem details all the conditions under which 6 C 0 (x) a, ' 
is better than X. 
Theorem 3.1.1: If X =[X1 , x2 , ••• , Xp] is a single observation on a 
spherically sy°'1letric distribution about 0 and 6a,C,D(X) is given by 
(3.1.1) then, with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2), the risk of 
8a,C,D(x) dominates (is less than or equal to) the risk of X when p?: 4 
provided 
{l)trace CD= trCD > 2~1 = 2(maximum eigenvalue of n½co½) 
and (2) o < a :S ({2/p){trCD-2e:L)vL - 1)/E0 (1!xU-2 ) 
where yL = maximum eigenvalue of oic2 0½. 
Moreover, under these conditions the risk of 6a,C,D(X) is strictly less than 
the risk of X when 0 is the zero vector, and so, 6a,C,D(X) is a better 
estimator of e than x. 
Proof: First, the theorem will be proven for X -u(IIX-01\2 ::R.2 }. The more 
general result will then fall out immediately by once again using the fact that 
when X has a s.s. distribution about 0, the conditional distribution of X 
given llx-e\\2 = R2 (denoted by X IR) is uniform on the surface of the sphere 
For X - u(IIX-011 2 = R2 ), the difference in risks with respect to general 
quadratic loss, between X and 6a,C,D(X) is 
(RD(X, 8)-RD( 6a,C,D' e) )' . 
(3. 1.2) = Ee[ (x-e) 'n(x-e) 1-Ee [ (x-e-(allxli-2 )0-½cn½x) 'n(x-e-(allxP)n-½cn½x) l 
= aEe[2X 1n½cn½(x-e)l1X\i-2 - a(X 1n½c2 n½x)l1xf4] 
Throughout, as in (3.l.2), the risk with respect to general quadratic loss will 
be denoted by RD. Now, if Y - u(IIYll2 ~ 1), then RYI\Yf1+e has the 
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same distribution as X, and so (3.1.2) becomes 
(RD(X, e)-RD(5 C o' e)) 
a, , 
= aE [2(RYllYr1 +9) •o½co½ RYIIYr1\IRYI\Yf 1 +011-2 
- a(RYI\Y\1-l +e) •olc2 o½(RYI\Yf 1 +e)IIRYI\Yf 1 +eU-4 l 
= aE [2(z+9a) •o½co½z\lz+9itn-2 -aR-2 (z+9a) 'o½c2 0\z+9a )l\z+9a\l-4] 
where YI\Yf1 = [Zl' z2, ••• , ZP]' = Z and 9it = 9/R. 
There exists a p x p orthogonal matrix P such that P'o½co½p = D(~1) 
where ~l' s2 , ••••~~are the eigenvalues of ol-co½ and D(~i) is the diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues ~l' ~2 , ••• , ~p· Similarly, there 
1 1 
exists a p x p orthogonal matrix Q such that Q'DP{:2 D2Q = D(yi) where 
1.. l.. y1, v2, ••• , VP are the eigenvalues of D2C2 D2 • Moreover, let e* = P'9R = 
[ef, 0~, ••• , a;J and a**= Q'9a = [0'f*, 9~, ••• , 0;*]'. Of cou~se P'Z and 
Q'Z have the same distribution as Z, so 
(RD(X, 0)-RD(6a,C,D, 9))/a 
p 
(3.l.3) = !)f;iE[2(Zf+0fZi) \IZ+e*U-2 ] 
i=l 
-aR -2 't vi E [ (zi +er )2 II z+a-U-4 l . 
i=l 
p 
Clearly, I\ 9it\l = \\ e*II = II a**\I and if I\T\1 2 = ~ zf then 1 = II zl1 2 = z1 + \ITll 2 • i=2 
From these observations and expressions for the expectations in (3.l.3) - given 
generally by (A.3) and (A.4) of Lemma (A.5), (3.l.3) multiplied by (p-1) becomes 
0 a 
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(RD(X, 9)-RD(oa,C,D' e))((p-1)/a) , 
p 
= -~ s1 efll Silll-2E[ (2(p-1 )(zi+II 9a1lz1 )-2\ITl\2)( (z1+II 9all)2+IITll2)-1] 
1=1 
(3.1.4) 
p 
+2 21 i;i E (IIT 112 ( ( zl +II 9a)l)2 +\IT\12) -1 l 
p 
-aR-2 [ i~l Yi ( ef* )2119a U-2E [ ( (p-1) (z1 +II ~II )2-IIT1l2 )( (z1+II ~II )2+11T\\2 )-2] 
p 
+ /j Y. E [ \ITl12 (( zl +\\ Ba \1)2+\\TII 2 )-2]] 
i=l 1 
For consistency with section 2, denote hereon, l\9al\ = \le\\R-l by l\elh· 
Lemma A.6 states that E[(2(p-l)(z1+1\elhz1)-2j\T\12 )((z1+11el\i)2+\ITl\2 )-l] is less 
than or equal to zero and Lemma A,7 that 
E [ ( (p-1) (z1+1\ ell 1 )2-\IT\\2 ) ( (z1 +II el\ 1 )2+IITl\2 )-2 ] is non-negative. Moreover, 
0 <a~ (2/p)(trCD-21;L)yL-1a2 and (trC2D)y1 -l is less than or equal to p. 
It now follows from (3.1.4) that 
(RD(X, 9)-RD(o CD' e))((p-1)/a) 
a, , 
~ f;L E [ (2(p-l) (zf+II ell 1 zl )-21\Tl\2) ((zl +II ell1 )2+11Tl\2 )-1] 
+2( trCD) [ \\Tl\2 ( ( z1 +II el\ 1 )2+l1Tl\2 )-
1] 
-(2/p) ( trcn-2t;L)vL -1 [ YL E [ ( (p-1) (z1+II el\1 )2-\lTll2) ( (z1+II e\l1 )2+1\T\12)-2] 
( 3 .1. 5) +( tre2n )E [ I\Tl\ 2 ( ( z1 +II e\11 )2+\ITll 2 )-2]] . 
~ e:L[E [ ( (2(p-1 )(zf+II ell 1 zl )-21lTl\2 )( ( z1 +II ell 1 )2+1\Tl\2)-1] 
+2qE [ I\Tl\2 ( ( z1 +II ell 1 )2+11Tl\2 )-1] 
-(2/p ){q-2) [ (p-1 )E((z1+II elh )2+1\T\12)-1]] 
= l;L~'q 
--.. 
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where q = {trCD/;L). Using the expression f~r the density of z1 given in 
Lemma A.4 and since \\T\\ 2 = 1-Zf, 
(d/dq)6q = (2/p)E[{1-pzf)(1+211al\ 1z1+1\el\!)-
1 ] 
(3.1.6) 1 E.::.3. 
o: (1+ll011 1)2f (1-zf) 2 (1-pzVl((l+l\el\i)2 -41\el\fz!)dz1 • 0 
With respect to.the density 
.E.::-3. E.:3 
2 l 2 
(1-zf) /d(llell1, zl)/J ((1-zf) /d(l\ell1, Zi))dzl 
0 
gp-2,l(zl) = for O ~ z1 ~ 1 
0 elsewhere 
where d(lle\1 1 , z:i_) = (1+\lellf)-41\ellfzf, the derivative given in (3.1.6) divided 
1 E.::.3. 
by J
O 
((1-zf) 2 /d(llell1, z1))dz1 is (l+llellf)Ellelli (1-pzf). Moreover, by Lemma A.3, 
the distribution of z1 has MLR non-decreasing in 2i when I\ e\1 1 ~ 1 and 
non-increasing in ·z1 when l\e\1 1 > 1, thus, 
Ellell zf ~ Eozf = lim Ell II zf = (1/p) 
1 llell 1-4X> 
9 1 
and so Ellalli (1-pZf) ~ 0 implying (d/dq)M is less than or equal to zero, and 
thus 6q is a decreasing function of q, for fixed II ell 1 • Hence, since q is 
between 2 and p, 
6 > /j. q - p 
= 
2(p-l) E[(2+Pll~l 1z1 )(1+2llel1 1z1+llell~)-
1 ] 
= (p-l)(Difference in risks given by (2.1.4) when a=(2(p-2)/p)R2 ) 
> 0 (as proven in section 2.1). 
. ~ 
I 
I 
r 
I , 
r 
l 
·, 
-. 
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Thus, since ~L is positive, (RD(X, 9)-RD(oa,C,D' 9)) is non-negative for 
O < a ~ 2( tr CD-2~L)yL-~2 , when X - u{IIX-91\~2 ). 
When X -s.s. about 9, since XIR -u{\IX-911 2:::R.2} and E0 (\IXU-
2 ) = E(R-2 ), 
clearly by the work just done, for O <a~ 2(tr CD-2~L)'VL-l/E(R-2), 
(3.1.7) 
(RD(X, 9)-RD(6a,C,D' e))((p-1)/a) 
~ l;L [E [ (2 (p-1 )(zf+ll 9\IR-lzl )-2\ITl\2) ((z1+ll ellR-1 )2+11Tll2 )-1] 
+2qE [ I\Tll2 ( ( zl +l\ ellR -1 )2+\ITll2 )-1] 
-(2/p )(q-2 )(E(R-2 ))-1E [ (p-l)R-2 (( z1 +II a\lR-
1)2 + \lTl\ 2 )-1 ]] 
where q = tr co/i;L and z = [z1 , z2 , ••• , ZP] - u(\lZl\
2
=1}. Now E9[R
2llxU-2 IR], 
as proven in Theorem 2.1.1, is a non-decreasing function of R and 
E [R2 IIXU-2 IR] e 
= E [ ((z1+II e\lR-1)2+llrll2 )-1 IR l 
implying E [R - 2 ((zl +II ellR-l )2+IITl\2 f 1 ] 
~ E (R -2)E [ ( (z1 +\I AIIR -1 )2+11Tl\2)-1]. 
This, together with (3.1.7), leads to 
(RD(X, 9)-RD(oa,C,D' e))((p-1)/a) 
~ f;LE(L\) 
>o 
since 6 was just proven to be non-negative. q 
Clearly, when 9 = 0, 
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(R(X, 0)-R(o CD' o))((p-1)/a) 
a, ' 
= sL(4(p-1)/p) > O. 
Thus, the risk of 6 C 0 (x) dominates the risk of X for all 9 and is a' ' 
strictly smaller when e is o. The proof of this theorem is now complete • 
..3.!E..:. A larger class of minimax estimators for the mean of a p-dimensional 
(p ~ 4) s.s. distribution. For X one observation on a p-dimensional 
(p ~ 4) s.s. distribution about 9, consider the estimator 
(3.2.1) 
where C is a known p x p positive definite matrix, I is the p x p identity 
matrix, and D is the known p X p matrix in the loss function ( 1.2). When 
r(l1Xl12 ) = 1, this is just 8a,C,D(X) given in the previous section by (3.l.l). 
If r(IIXl\2 ) is a non-decreasing function between O and 1 (not including 0), and 
r(l\Xll 2 )/\IX\l 2 is a non-increasing function and in addition, conditions (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 3.l.l are satisfied then 6 C 0 (X) is a better estimator of 9 a, r, , 
than the minimax estimator X with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2). This 
will be restated and proven in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.1: If X = [X1 , x2 , ••• , XP] has a s.s. distribution about e 
and the loss is general quadratic loss (1.2), then the estimator 6 (X) 
a,r,C,D 
given by (3.2.l) is a better estimator of 9 than X for p ~ 4, provided: 
and 
(1) 0 < r(•) ~ 1 
(2) r(IJX.\1 2 ) is non-decreasing 
( 3) r( IJxl1 2 ) /IIXll2 is non-increasing 
(4) 
(5) 
1 1 
tr CD> 2~L = 2(maximum eigenvalue of D?CD2 ) 
0 < a ~ ((2/p}(tr CD-2r;L)yL-l)/E0(!1XU-2 ) 
1 1 
where, as in Theorem 3.l.l, yL is the maximum eigenvalue of D~2 D~. 
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Proof: It follows, by similar techniques to those used in the proof of Theorem 
3.l.l that if the p X 1 random vector X -s.s. about e, then 
((RD(X, 9)-RD(oa,r,C,D' e))((p-1)/a) 
= ~
1
11'.i ef II eU-2 E [ r( ( (z1 +II ellR -i )2 +\ITll2 )R2 )(p-1 )(zf+\I ellR-1z1 )( (1,_+II ellR-1 )2 +\IT\12 )-1 J 
+~1 e:i (1-ef II 011-2 )E [ r( ( ( zl +II ellR-l )2 +\IT\1 2 )R2 ) I\Tll2 ( (Zi+\I ellR-l )2 +\IT\12 )-1 J 
(3.2.2) 
-a [1ft Vi llf'2\I 9\r2E [R-2 r( ( (z1+1\ 9\IR-1)2 +1\Tli2 )R2 )(p-1 )(z1+11 ellR.1) 2 ( (zi+\I e\lR1)2+1lTlrY2 J · 
+ f v 1 ( l-9t'2\I eU-2 )E [R-2 r ( ( ( z1 +II ellR-1 )2 +IITl12 )R2 ) \lTll 2 ( (z1 +II 81\R -l )2 +\IT\12 )-2 J J i=l 
where, (1) 9* = [Sf, 82, ... , ~:]' = P'9 and P is the p X p orthogonal 
matrix such that P'nicn%> is the diagonal matrix whose terms along the diagonal 
are e: 1 , e:2 , ••• , ~p' the eigenvalues of D½CD½; (2) 8** = [Sf*, ~· ... , Bfl' 
= Q'9 and Q is the p x p orthogonal matrix such that Q'n½c2 n½Q is the diagonal 
matrix whose terms along the diagonal are y1, y2 , ..• , VP the eigenvalues of 
n~c2 nt; (3) z = [z1 , z2, ... , z ] ' - l-l(IIZl\2 = 1) · and I\Tll2 = 't z~; and p i=2 1 
(4) R = llx-011. 
Define s(z1, 8, R) by 
definition and since 
p 
~ < e*7f' )2 = 11 el\2 then 
i=l i 
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p 
~y.E(R-2 r(R2 s(z1, 0, R))IITl1 2 (1-(~)2 llef2 )(s(z1, 9, R))-2 ] i=l i 4 
~ (p-l)vLE[R-2 r(R2 s(z1, 0, R))IITll 2 (s(z1 , 9, R))-2 ]. 
It follows directly by this inequality and (3.2.2), that for O <a< 
(2/p){tr CD-2~L)yL-l/E0(1lxf2 ) = (2/p}(tr CD-2e:L)yL-l/E(R-2 ) that 
· (3.2.3) 
(RD(X, 9)-RD(6 CD' e))({p-1)/a) 
a, r, , 
=::: 2 f 1;/e*)2 llef2E[r(R2 s(z1, e, R))((p-1)(zf+llel1R-1z1)-\ITll2 )(s(zl'e,R))-1] i=l i 
+2 tr(co)E[r(R2 s(z1 , 9, R) )IIT\l2 (s(z1 , 9, R))-1 ] 
-(2/p)(tr(CD)-2;L)(p-l)(E(R-2 ))-1E[R-2 r(R2 S(Zl' 9, R))(s(zl, 9, R))-1] 
Moreover, it was proven in the proof of Theorem 2.2.l that 
(3.2.4) 
(E(R-2 ))-1E[R-2 r(R2 s(zl, e, R))(s(zl, 9, R))-1] 
= (E(R-2 ) )-1E [ r(JlxH2 )l1xU-2 ] 
~ E [R2 r(llXll 2 ) 11xf2 ] 
= E[r(R2 s(z1, 9, R))(s(z1, 9, R)-1)] 
Combining (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), 
(3.2.5) 
(RD(X, 9)-RD(6 C 0 , e)}((p-1)/a) a, r, , 
:::: 2 i~l l;i ( 9! )2 11 er 2 E [r(R2 S (zl' 9 ,R) )(pzf+(p-1) II ellR -\-1)(s (zl' 9,R) ,-1] 
+ 2 tr(co)E[r(R2 s(z1,e,R))(1-zf)(s(z1,e,R))-1] 
-(2/p )( tr(CD)-21;L)(p-l)E [ r(R2 s (zl' e,R)(s (z1, 9 ,R) )-1] 
i I 
I 
f ~ 
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Note that by property (3) of this theorem, 
o ~ (d/dz1 )r(R2 s(z1 ,e,R))(s(z1,e,R))-1 
(3.2.6) 
= 2\1 ellRr' (R2 s ( z1 , 9,R) )(s (z1, 9,R) )-
1
-211 el\R -l r(R2 s {z1, e ,R) )(s {z1 , e,R) )-2 
In addition, using the density of z1 given in Lenma A.4, and integrating by 
parts, the folfowing is obtained: 
E[r{R2 s(z1 ,e,R)){pzf-1)(s(z1,e,R))-
11R] 
1 .P.::!. 
(3.2.7) =M* J {1-z1) 2 211ellz1[Rr'(R2 S(z1,e,R))(s(z 1 ,e,R))-l 
-1 
and 
(3.2.8) 
where 
(p-l)E[r(R2 s(z1 ,e,R))z1(s(z1 ,e,R))-
1 1R] 
1 ~ 1 
::::M* J (1-zf) 2 2\\0ll[Rr'(R2 S(z1 ,8,R)){S(z 1,9,R)f 
-1 . 
~R-1r(R2 S(z1 , 8, R))(S(z1 , 9, R))-
2 ]dz1 . 
1 .e.::3 
M* = [J {1-zf} 2 dzl r 1/2. 
0 
From (3.2.6), (3.2.7), and (3.2.8), clearly, 
and 
Using these facts, the difference in risks will now be shown to be non-negative 
for two cases. 
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Case 1: E[r{R2 S(z1 ,9,R)){pzf+(p-l)llellR-lZCl~(S(Zl'9,R))-
1] :SO. 
By (3.2.9) and (3.2.10), when \lell?: R this is always true. Since 
p 
~s-(01f-*)2 lleU-2 is less than or equal to ~L' from (3.2.5), letting 
i=l 1 :L 
( tr CD / ~L) = q , 
(Ro(x·, e)-RD(o c 0 , e))((p-1)/a) a,r, , 
?: (2e;L/p) [ pE [ r(R2 S (z1 , e,R) )(pz1+(p-1) II allR~1z1 -1 )(s (z1, e,R) )-11 
+pqE[r(R2 s{z1 ,e,R))J(1-zf)(s(z1,e,R))-
1 ] 
-(q-2)(p-l)E[r(R2 s(z1,e,R))(s(z1,a,R))-
1JJ 
= (2~L/p)Dq. 
If E[r(R2 s(z1,a,R))(l-pZf)s(z1,a,R)] is non-negative then, since property (4) 
implies q > 2, 
Dq 2: D2 = pE[r(R2 S(Z1'8,R)}((p-2)Zf+(p-l)llallR-1z1+l] 
2: p(p-1 )E [r(R2 s(z1, e,R) ){2zf+llellR-
1
z)(s(z1, a,R) )-
11 
= p(p-l)llef1E[r(R2 s(z1, e,R))[zi-z1(s(z1, e, R))-
1]] 
> o. 
The last inequality is due to (3.2.9) and property (2), which leads to 
E[r(R2 s(zl'a,R))z11R]?: E[r(R2 s(zl'e,R))IR]E[z11R] = o. 
If E[r(R2 s(z1,a,R))(l-pZ1)(s(z1,e,R))-1] is negative, 
~ 
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Dq 2: DP = (p-l)E [r(R2 S(Zl' 8,R) )(pit a1IR-1z1+2)(s(zl'R, e) )·11 
= (p/2)(p-l)[Difference in risks between X and 6 (X) 
a,r 
when the loss is quadratic loss and a= (2(p-2)/p)R2 ] 
> o. 
The last term was shown to be non-negative in the proof of Theorem 2.2.l. 
Case 2: E[r(R2 S(Zl,9,R))(pzf+(p-l)llellR-1zclHs(zl'e,R)-11 ~ o. 
This only occurs when l\811 ~ R and by (3.2.9) and (3.2.10), 
p 
1
~
1
1; 1 ( Bf )2 11 all-2 E [ r(R2 s (z1, 8,R) )(pzj+(p-1 )II allR-1z1 -1 )(s(z1, 8,R) )-1] 
~ ~LE[r(R2 s(z1 ,e,R))(pzf+{p-l)z1-1)(s(z1,e,R))-1]. 
For this case, E[r(R2 s(z1,9,R))(l-pz1)(s(z1,e,R))-1] must be negative and so, 
(R(X,9)-R(6 C 0 ,e))((p-1)/a) a,r, , 
(3.2.11) ~ (2~L/p)(p-l)E[r(R2 S(Zl,9,R))(pZ1+2)(s(z1,8,R))-11 
?: (2~L/p)(p-l)E[r{R2 S((-2/p),9,R)) E[(pZ1+2)(s(z1,9,R))-11R]]. 
Again, using the density of z1 given in Lemma A.4, 
E ( ( p z1 +2 ) ( S ( Z l , 9, R ) ) - l , R] 
~ 
1 2 )-1 (3.2.12) = M* J (1-zi) (i:e1+2)(1+2llelhz1+llel\i dzl 
-1 
1 E.:.3. 1 
= M* J (l~f) 2 (4(1+1lalli)-4plle\l1z!)((l+lle\h)2 -41lel\fzf)- dzl 0 
E.:..l 
where M* = [l (1-zV 2 dzl 1-112 and 1lall1 = II allR-l • 
0 
If, as in (2 .1. 6), d ( II ell 1 , zl)= ( 1+1\ ell 1 )2 -411 ellizy' then by Lemma A. 3' the random 
variable z1 , having the density 
G &. 
gp-2,l(zl) = 
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E.:.3. 1 E.:..l 
((1-zf) 2 /d(llelll'z1))/J ((1-z~) 2 /d(llall1,z1 ))dz1 when O :S z1 :S 1 0 
0 elsewhere 
has MLR non-decreasing in z1 when llell1 ~ 1. 
So, Ellalli Zf ~ E1z1 = 1/(p-2), where the expectation is taken with respect to the 
density gp_2 , 1 {z1). From ( 3 .2 .12), 
E[(pZ1+2)(s(z1,9,R))-11R] 
o: 4(( 1+1\ el\f) -pl\ e\h Ell e\h zi) 
~ (4/ (p-2)) ( (p-2)-PII ell1+(p-2)1\ eH1) 
~ {8/{p-2))(1-110111>2 
> o. 
Applying this to (3.2.ll), for this case, 
(R(X,9}-R(6a,r,C,D'9))((p-l)/a) ~ O. 
In addition, from (3.2.ll), when 9 = 0, 
Thus, 
(R(X,O)-R(6 C D,o))/((p-1)/a) a, r, , 
= (2~L/p)(p-l)E[r(R2 )(pz1+2)] 
= (4sL/p)(p-l)Er(R2 ) > O. 
5 C 0 (x) is better than X, and the proof of this theorem is complete. a,r, , 
f 
,-, 
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h Multiple observatioo.s. For one p X 1 (p?: 4) observation X on a 
spherically symmetric distribution about 9, minimax estimators which are 
better than X with respect to quadratic (1.1) and general quadratic (1.2) 
loss were found in secti<XlS 2 and 3. In this secticn, the problem of 
estimating the mean of a p-dimensional ( p?: 4) spherically symmetric 
distribution when n observations are taken will be considered and reduced 
to a one-observation problem. 
In practice, one would usually sample n observations x1, x2 , ••• , Xn 
from a s.s. distribution about 9, and estimate 9 using some estimator 
which depends on all these observations. For this case, the best invariant 
procedure is Pitman's estimator given by, ••• p X ) = 
n 
X1-Eo[x1IY2,Y3, ••• , Yn] where Yi= xi-xl, i=2,3, ••• , n. 
However, this best invariant procedure is often very difficult to calculate and 
other estimators such as the sample mean X or a maximum likelihood estimate 
(MLE) may be preferred. All these estimators just mentioned belong to a larger 
class of estimators which have s.s. distributions about 9. Specifically, these 
estimators are contained in the class C of spherically synnnetric translation 
invariant estimators. Thus, &(X1 , ••• , Xn)e C if 
(4.2.1) 
p x p orthogonal matrix 
· and 
(4.2.2) 
p x 1 vector. 
If 6 = 6(X1, x2 , ••• , Xn) e C, then 6 will have a s.s. distribution about 9. 
This will easily be proven in the following theorem. 
--.. 
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Theorem 4.1 : • • • , X 
n 
are n i.i.d. random vectors having a 
p -dimensional spherically symmetric distribution about 9,and ... ' X ) n 
is an estimator of 8 satisfying (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) then 5(X1, x2, .•• , Xn) 
also has a spherically symmetric distribution about 9. 
Proof: By Definition 2. 1, 6(X1 , ••• , Xn) has a s.s. distribution about 8 if 
P(o(X1, x2, ... ·, xn)-0) has the same distribution as a(x1 , x2, ••• , X )-e for n 
any fixed p X p orthogonal matrix P. By assumption, 5(X1 , x2, • • •, X ) n 
satisfies (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), thus for any set s, 
... , (x -0)) e s) 
n 
The last two equalities follow by (4.2.2) and the fact that P(Xi-9) has the same 
distribution as (Xi-9). Thus, 5(x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn) has a s.s. distribution about 
9. Q. E. D. 
Pitman's estimator and X clearly satisfy (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). If the MLE 
is unique, it is immediate from the definition of an MLE, that it too satisfies 
(4.2.1) and (4.2.2 ). Thus all these estimators have s.s. distributions about 9. 
It is not clear that there will always be a spherically symmetric translation 
invariant MLE. However, one does exist and this will now be proven. 
Theorem 4.2: If x1, x2, •.• , Xn is a random sample from a p-dimensional s.s. 
distribution about 8, then if there exists at least one MLE there exists an 
MLE having a s.s. distribution about 9. 
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Proof: By definition, 8(X1 , x2 , ••• , Xn) is an MLE of 9 if 
n 
max TTf (X. -9) = 
1. 9 i=l 
n 
rr f(x. -a(x1 , x2 , 
. 1 1. 1.= 
... , 
where Xi has the density f(o). If the MLE is unique, it is clear that it 
satisfies (4.2.1) and (4.2.2} and thus has a s.s. distribution about e. 
,,. 
Suppose there exists more than one MLE. Let 9r(x1,x2 , ••• , Xn) be an MLE. 
,,. 
For every orthogonal matrix P there exists an MLE 9P such that 
~ ,,. 
9r(PX1' PX2 , ••• , PXn) = Pap(x1 , x2 , ••• , xn). 
If x1, x2 , ••• , Xn is some given point, then 
= orbit mapped out by 
(y1,Y2,••••Yn):(yl,Y2,•••,Yn)~(PX1,PX2,•••,PXn)I 
for sane orthogonal matrix P 
Consider a set RI, containing exactly one point from each orbit. Thus define some 
property and let Rr = ((x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn):(x1 ,x2 , ••• ,~n) satisfies property I} where 
if property I is satisfied by at least one x1, x2 , ••• , Xn from each orbit, then 
there does not exist an orthogonal matrix P ~ I such that 
x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn ~ PX1 , PX2 , ••• , PXn and PX1 , PX2 , ••• , PXn satisfies property I. 
Clearly, one can define such a property. (For example, x1, x2 , ••• , Xn satisfies 
property I if and for any Z on the same orbit, 
n 
Xil > Zil and x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn is unique. If the uniqueness is not satisfied add 
the condition x12 > zi2 and keep adding such conditions until property I is 
satisfied by a unique x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn). For any p x p orthogonal matrix define 
Rp = rYl'Y2• .. • ,yn): (yl'y2, • • • ,yn) 
(xl, x2,···,xn) e Rr 
Let 
Clearly, 
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,. 
xn) = 9i,, (x1 , x2 , ••• , xn) when 
• • •, X ) 
n 
is an MLE and property (4.2.1) is satisfied 
(as it is satisfied for all MI.E's). Moreover, if Q is any p x p orthogonal 
matrix and for some P, QX1 , QX2 , ••• , QX0 e RP then 
,. ,., 
9(QX1' QX2 , • • •' QX ) = 8p1(QX1 , QX2 , ... , QX) n n 
,.. ,. 
= P9r(P 1QX1 , P
1QX2 , ... ' P'Qxn) = Q8p'Q(x1 , x2, • •. ' X ) n 
,.. 
= Q e(xl, x2, ••• , xn) since (xl, x2, ••• , xn) e RQ, p. 
Thus, x2' ••• ' X ) n is a s.s. translation invariant MLE, and so by 
theorem 4.1, it has a s.s. distribution about 9. Q.E.D. 
Hence, when sampling from a s.s. distribution about 9, all spherically 
symmetric translation invariant estimators have s.s. distributions and included 
in this class, are many of the most cou:monly used estimators, such as X, 
Pitman's estimator and an MLE. Estimators which are better than these estimators 
in 4 or more dimensions may be obtained by applying the results of sections 2 
and 3. For example, if the loss is quadratic loss (1.1) and 6 = 6(x1 , x2 , ._.., Xn) 
has a spherically synmetric distribution about 8, the James-Stein estimator 
8 (a) = (1-allof2 )o 
a 
is a better estimator of 9 than 5 for O < a :=: (2(p-2) /p )E0 \\ o!r2 • This is a 
direct application of Theorem 2 .1.1. Note too, that if E0ll8f2 is not known, 
but, a bound can be placed on it (say E0\\ of2 :=: b 5), then o (o) is better than a 
5 for O <a:=: (2(p-2)/p)/b 0• In fact, this class of estimators improves on all 
s .s. translation invariant estimators o, satisfying E0\\o\\-2 :=: b0 • 
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2..:. Remarks. In section 4, the multiple observation case was reduced to one 
observation by showing that if ... , X ) 
n 
is any spherically syumetric 
translation invariant estimator, it has a s.s. distribution about 9. Thus, the 
discussion in this section will be restricted to one observation X from a 
p X 1 s.s. distribution. 
Note that the bounds on the class of minimax estimators presented in sections 
2 and 3 are the best bounds for the general s.s. case. The estimator 
l. 1 
o C 0 (x) = (I- ar(\\x\\
2 )D-2CD~/\\x\l 2 )X, as given by (3.2.1), was proven to be a,r, , 
better than X with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2) provided conditions 
1-5 of Theorem 3.2.1 are satisfied. The bound on this class was given by 
Condition 5 which states that O <a~ ((2/p)(tr CD-2i:;L)y~1 )/E0 (11Xf2 ). Bock's 
result for the multivariate normal distribution (given in [8]), requires 
0 <a< ((2/(p-2))(tr CD-2~L)y~1)/E0 (1ixn-2 ), hence, our class of estimators 
differs from the normal class of estimators by a factor of (p-2)/p. However, 
the best estimator when sampling from a normal population occurs when 
a = (p-2)-1(tr CD-2~L)y~1/E0 (11xll-2 ) which is included in the general class when 
p ~ 4. In addition, by an appropriate choice of the matrix of C (suggested by 
James Berger), 5 (X) may be reduced to a simpler estimator which will have 
a,r,C,D 
no requirements on D except that it be positive definite. Specifically, allow 
-1 -1 C = D /dL where dL is the maximum eigenvalue of D , then 
5 0 -1/d D = (I-(ar(l!xl\
2 )D-1 )/(dLl!Xll 2 ) )X. With this choice of 
a,r, L' 
-1 
SL= yL = dL and 
C, Condition 4 
of Theorem 3.2.1 is satisfied (tr CD= p/d1 > 2~L = 2/~) and provided 
Conditions (l)-(3) hold, this estimator is better than X for 
0 <a~ (2(p-2)/p)/E0 \\xn-2 ). So, a simple estimator exists for general quadratic 
loss (1.2). 
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A direct application of the results of sections 2 and 3 is linear regression. 
That is, these minimax estimators may be used to improve on the least squares 
estimator of the regression coefficient when the normal assumptions of the linear 
model may not be true. Consider the linear regression model Y =XS+ e where Y 
is n X 1, X is n X p, 8 is p X 1 and e is n x 1 and has a s.s. 
distribution about O. The least squares estimator of 8 is i; (x'x)-1x'Y 
which has a p-dimensional s.s. distributioo about 8- Thus, for p ~ 4, a 
,.. 
number of estimators which are better than 8 are available. For example, 
A A A A A 
5 (s) = (1-ar(\181\2 )\lsf2 )s has a smaller risk than 8 with respect to quadratic 
a,r 
loss (1.1), when p > 4 and the conditions of Theorem 2.2.l are satisfied. 
The importance of the results of this paper is twofold. When taking one 
observation from a s.s. distribution about 9, there exist simple estimators of 
the mean which are better than the usual procedure, and, in addition, the multiple 
observation case so simply reduces to one observation and improvements can be made 
over many of the most co1I111only used estimators based on a number of observations. 
Moreover, due to the publication of various papers, such as [14] by Efron and 
Morris, which explicitly show the practical value of the James-Stein estimator, 
these improved estimators are becoming more familiar and widely used. 
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~ Appendix. In this section,, lemnas containing important properties which 
aid in the proof of Theorems in sections 2 and 3 are given. Some of these 
lemmas are special cases of ones given in the Appendix of (12]. 
Lellllla A.l. Suppose X = [X1 , x2 , ••• , Xp] has a uniform distribution over the 
sphere (IIX\12 ::: 1), then the joint density of x1 and Z = llx\\2 is given by 
(A.1) f(x1 , z) = 
£.:..1 
(M/2 )(z-xV 2 
0 
1 £.:..3. 
where M = [(2/p)f (1-y2 ) 2 dy]-1 • 
0 
when ~ < x1 '.:: Jz and 0 < z < 1 - -
elsewhere 
Proof: This density is given in Lemma 6.1.6 in (12]. This is the special case 
when \le\\ = 0 and R = 1. 
Len:ma A.2. When p :=: 3, 
where 
and 
1 £.:..1 f ((1-y2) 2 /((1-\lell2 ) 2 +4\le\1 2 (1-y2)))dy 
0 
= 
1 £.:..3. 
Cf (1-y2 ) 2 dy )[h(\l ell, 1) Jp when ll ell > 1 
0 
1 £.:..1 
(f (1-y2 ) 2 dy)[h(l, \le\l)]p when lie\\::: 1 
0 
00 
[h(lle\l, l)]p = (llel\ 2 (1+\le\12 ))-1 ~ (-1)1a1 \lef2 i i=O 
00 
[h(l, llell)Jp = (1+\le\\ 2 )-1 ~ (-1la.l\el\2 
i=O l. 
and a0 = 1 and ai = [(p-2(i+1))/(p+2(i-l))Jai-l for i=l,2, •••• 
Proof: This is just a restatement of Len:ma 6 .1.5 in (12] when R = 1. 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
,. 
-
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LelIIIla A.3. If Y is a random variable with a density with respect to Lebesque 
measure given by 
1 
((1-y2 )q/d(\\e\l,yl)/f ((1-y2)q/(d(\\e\l,y))r)dy when OS y S 1 
0 
g(2q+l,r/y) = 
0 elsewhere 
where, d(\\e\\,y) = (1-\\e\\ 2 ) 2 +4\le\1 2 (1-y2 ), then the distribution of y has monotone 
likelihood ratio (MLR.) non-decreasing in Y when \\ e\\ S 1 and MLR. non-increas fog 
in Y when 11 ell > 1. 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma A.4. If the p x 1 random vector X = [x1 , x2 , ••• , Xp]' has a uniform 
distribution over the entire area of the sphere (\\xl\2 S 1), then the density of 
z1 = x 1 /\lx\\ is given by 
£.:..3. 
M*(l-zf) 2 
(A.2) g(zl) = 
0 
1 .E.:J. 
where M* = [f (1-y2) 2 dy]-1 /2. 
0 
when -1 S z 1 S 1 
elsewhere 
Proof: By Len:ma A.l, if z1 = \\x\\
2
, then the joint density of x 1 and Z as 
given by (A.1) is 
.E.:J. 
2 - r (M/2)(z-xV for - Jz S x1 S vz and OS z S 1 
f(x 1 , :z) = 
0 elsewhere 
1 .E.:J. 
where M = [(2/p)J (1-y2) 2 dy]-1 • If a transfonnation to z1 = x1 /Jz and Z = Z 0 
is made, the joint density of z1 and Z is 
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. p-2 f.:..3. 
l(M/2)z 2 (1-z1) 2 f(z1 , z) = 0 for, -1 ~ z1 ~ 1 and elsewhere. 0 < z < 1 - -
Thus, when -1 ~ z1 ~ 1, the density of z1 is 
p ... 2 l?.:..3. .E.:..l 
l 2 2 2 
g{z1) = ((M/2)J z dz)(l-z1) = M*(l-z1) . 0 Q.E.D. 
Lemna A.5. If x = [x1 , x2 , ... , XP]' -u{\IX\12 ~ 1) and zi = X/\IX\I for 
i = 1,2, ••• ,p, then for any integrable function r(o) 
(p-l)E [r(1lz+ell 2 ) (zf+ei zi) llz+ef2 ] 
(A. 3) = ( ~/II 0!1 2 )E [ r( (z1+1I ell )2+HT\12 ) (p-1) (z1+1\ e\1z1 -IITl12 ) ( (z1+11 ell )2+1lTl\2 )-1 l 
+E[r( (z1+11 ell )2 +IITll 2 ) ( (z1+11 ell )2 +IITl12 )-
1 ] 
and 
(A.4) = ( ef Ill el1 2 )E [ r( ( z1+11 ell )2 +\ITll2 ) ( (p-1 )( z1 +II ell )2 -IITll2 ) ( (z1+11 e\l )2+IIT\12 )-2 ] 
+E [r( ( z1 +II ell )2+1lTll2 ) IITll
2 ( (z1 +II ell )
2+l1Tl1 2 )-2 ] 
where 
Proof: Expressions (A.3) and (A.4) will be gotten by making two transformations 
of variables. First, let P be a (p-1) X (p-1) orthogonal matrix such that 
.J1lal12-9I, and transform to S = [s2 , s3 , ••• ,Sp]'= P(z1 ,z2 , ••• ,z1_1 ,z1+l'•••,zp]'. 
Second, there exists a p x · p orthogonal matrix Q, such that Q [ e1 , \I ell i, 0, • • • 0]' 
= [l!ell, O, ••• O]', and if Y = [Y1 , Y2 , ••• , Yp]' = Q[Zi, s2 , s3, ••• , Sp]' then 
zi = (9i/lle!l)Y1~(llel1i/lle!l)Y2 , S2 = (lle\j1 /lle\l)Y1+(9/\JejJ)Y2 and Si = Yi for 
i = 3, 4, ••• , p. The fact that Y and Z have the same distribution and 
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E[r((z1+lle11)
2+\ITll2 )z1z2((z1+11ell)2+ll:ll2 )-q] = o for q = 1,2 
and E[r((z1+110\1)
2+1lTl\2 )z2 ((z1+1lell)
2+IITl1 2 fq] = o for q = 1,2, 
gives the desired results. Q.E.D. 
Lemma A.6. If X = [Xl' x2, ••• , Xp]' -u{\IX\12 ~ l}, zi = X/\lxll, 
p p 1 
IITl\2 = E zf = 1-Zi, and \le11 = ( 'E ef P~, then 
i=2 i=l 
E ( ((p-l)(zf+II ellz1 )-IIT\1
2 )( (z1+11 ell)
2+l1Tll 2 )-1 l ~ o. 
Proof: Rewriting the expectation with IITll2 = 1-zf and using the density for z1 
given in Lemma A.4, 
E [ (p-1) ( z1+11 ell z1 )-\1Tl12 l 
1 .E.:.l 
cc J ci-z1 > 2 [ ((p-1)(1-1101\2 )-(p-(p-2 )II 01!2 ){1-z V > ld(II ell, z1 > Jdz1 0 
where d(II ell, z1) = (1+11011
2 )2-411 e1l2zf. It is clear from Lemma 6. 1. 8 proven in (12] 
and the above integral expression that 
E [ (p-1) (zi+II e\lz1 )-IITll2l 
cc -Ea[ (p-1)(s1+1lell )2-\IYl\2] 
<o 
where s = (s1 , s2 , ••• , sP]' -u{\lsll
2 ~ 1) and \IYll2 = 
p 
~ sf. 
i=2 
Q.E.D. 
Lemna A.7. If x :.: [x1 , x2 , ... , xp]' - u(llxl1
2 ~ l} and zi = xi/llxll, then 
E [ ( (p-1) ( z1 +II ell )2-IITII 2) ( <z1 +II ell )2+11T\12 )-2 l ~ o. 
Proof: The proof of this follows directly by the MLR properties of 
gp-2 , 1(z1) given in Lemma A.3. 
J 
I 
l 
I 
·1 
'l 
I 
\ 
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